in his Chinese black silk cap at King's College high table. A charming and affectionate host, Dickinson's love of companionship with young men, consummated (if his posthumously published autobiography is to be believed) in a Platonic congress of minds rather than sexually, flourished in what was then a small, all-male college. According to Dickinson, 'the best tradition of King's [is] that of friendship and intimacy between undergraduates and dons'. 9 In this article I will pass over the influence of Dickinson on his friend Bertrand Russell's engagement with China to concentrate on the impact of Dickinson's personal example on three generations of Kingsmen -Roger Fry, Arthur Waley, and Julian Bell -each of whom made a significant contribution to the reception of Chinese literature and art in Cambridge and beyond. Taken together these King's College 'mandarins' represent an indispensable ingredient in the unfolding story of Cambridge English and China.
Dickinson, or 'Goldie' as he was known to acquaintances, was born in 1862, the son of the portrait painter Lowes Cato Dickinson. Following miserable periods at prep school and Charterhouse, Dickinson went up to King's College as an exhibitioner in 1881, graduating with a first class in Classics. As an undergraduate, he was a poet with a strong interest in Shelley as 'a visionary about life'. 10 In 1884 he was elected a member of the Society of Apostles (that select Cambridge debating society), where he established close links to the writers and intellectuals who formed the nucleus of the Bloomsbury Group. In 1887 he was awarded a Fellowship at King's on the strength of a dissertation on Neoplatonic philosophyalthough, in time, this specialism was to give place to an increasing preoccupation with political science which he lectured on at Cambridge and, from 1896, at the new London School of Economics. The lucid reasonableness of his prose dialogues and periodical articles on contemporary political topics established his reputation as a high-minded intellectual. T. S. Eliot, who had little sympathy with Dickinson's politics, commemorated him in a 1932 obituary note by commending 'his courageous, humane and civilized attitude towards public affairs'. 11 E. M. Forster, Dickinson's good friend and biographer, attempted to sum up his achievement: 'His studies, his political opinions, his lecturing, his published works, his capacity for friendship, his interest in the young -all flow into a single channel, which might be called educational if the word were not so misused and "maieutic" if the word were not a little pedantic.' 12 In 1901 Dickinson published a series of articles in the Saturday Review, collected as Letters from John Chinaman in Britain and, in 1903, as Letters from a Chinese Official in the United States. They were written in the wake of the Boxer Uprising which led to harsh reprisals from a multi-national expeditionary force as well as a crippling indemnity extracted from the Manchu Qing dynasty. This was a time of jingoistic public hostility in Britain towards China, and yet Dickinson anonymously adopted the persona of a Chinese visitor to critique the rapacious imperialism and aggressive commercialism of the West. Dickinson's understanding of China was shaped by the pioneering translations of Chinese classics by Herbert Giles, Professor of Chinese at Cambridge, and Eugène Simon's study La Cité chinoise (1885), which fashioned a picture of a largely agrarian China operating on ancient and peaceable Confucian traditions. Following Simon, Dickinson's Letters argued that the spiritual ideals of Chinese civilisation were higher than the materialist goals of the West. Imbued with Giles's translations, Dickinson's 'Chinaman' contended: 'In China letters are 10 Ibid., p. 61 respected not merely to a degree but in a sense which must seem, I think, to you unintelligible and overstrained.' 13 Such sweeping generalisations fitted the instrumental needs of his anti-Western polemic, even though they no longer reflected the thoughts of a reformist Chinese ruling elite for whom the days of the scholar official were numbered (civil service examinations based on the Confucian classics were abolished in 1905). Still, his criticisms of Western prejudice dismantled Social Darwinist racial slurs about the degenerate backwardness of the Chinese. Utterly rejecting claims about the civilising mission of the West in China, Dickinson's official observed pointedly: 'the opening of this market is in fact the motive, thinly disguised, of all your dealings with us in recent years'. He concluded: 'To a Chinaman who reviews the history of our relations with you during the past sixty years must you not naturally appear to be little better than robbers and pirates'.
14 Naturally these sentiments, purporting to be from a Chinese diplomat long resident in England, caused a great stir. In the United States, the politician William Jennings Bryan attacked the author for his ignorance of the Christian West, unaware that the author was not Chinese. 15 Dickinson's official 1913 report to the London Trustees of the Kahn Fellowships was a comparative essay on the civilisations of India, China, and Japan. The overriding aim of his report -to promote healthy international relations -is all the more poignant for its appearance on the eve of global conflict, in which Japan presented Twenty-One Demands (under the threat of war) to a weakened China. Dickinson was forthright about the corrosive role of the British in China, presenting a highly unflattering account of the Opium Wars and the imposition of a series of 'unequal treaties' which opened up China through trading ports, foreign concessions, and an influx of Christian missionaries. Such opinions, voiced publicly, courageously flouted imperialist cant about the White Man's Burden. For all Dickinson's over-confident assertions about a nation whose cultural and geographical vastness he had scarcely glimpsed, his Kahn Report is a passionate testament of goodwill towards China seeking to highlight points of contact: above all, a meritocratic 'equality of opportunity' and 'the spirit of Wordsworth' that apparently suffused Chinese literature and art. 20 These were large claims for a non-Chinese speaker to make at the end of a three-month sojourn.
'The grip of the West has begun to close' on China, he concluded, 'and will more and more be felt in the general dissemination of ugliness, meanness and insincerity.' 21 However, Dickinson was no Confucian Luddite, recognising that the course of political and social reform in the young republic would be determined by those who had been educated abroad, which helps to explain why his role as a teacher of Chinese students at Cambridge and the London School of Economics played such an important part in his life. The best-known of these visiting students, Xu Zhimo, a Chinese government scholar in literature and moral science at King's throughout the academic year 1921-2, recalled: 'I have always thought it the greatest occasion in my life to meet Mr. Dickinson. It is due to him that I could have come to Cambridge and been enjoying all these happy days; that my interest in literature and arts began to shape and perpetuate itself.'
22 By the time I. A. Richards took up a visiting professorship at Beijing in 1929, Xu Zhimo's picturesque nostalgia for Cambridge had, in Richards' words, conjured 'a place where you lay on the grass in the "Backs" while wise men came to talk to you and insensibly you became a poet', which accounted for Cambridge's 'almost magical standing with many Chinese students'. 23 It was Xu who gave Dickinson his first Chinese silk cap.
I want to turn now to the writings of Roger Fry, whom Dickinson recalled in his autobiography as 'my first love'. 24 Close companions as Fellows at King's and both members of the 'Apostles', their friendship was lifelong. Fry recalled in his memoir of Dickinson that it was he who had suggested a Chinese visitor rather than Swift's noble horses, the Houyhnhnms, as the vehicle to offer a critique of the squalor of industrial Britain. 25 We know that they discussed Chinese literature and art together. 26 Fry noted that Letters from John Chinaman eulogised the 'dignity and beauty' of Chinese traditions, and his conception of Chinese art revealed the impression of Dickinson's belief that the Chinese were redeemed by a capacity to discern beauty and order in nature. 27 Fry argued that the geometric designs of Chinese art display in their formal composition 'a rationalist conception of the world'. 28 Fry's emphasis on the non-naturalistic elements of Chinese art does not differ fundamentally from his treatment of African art. In an essay collected in Transformations (1926), Fry asserted that 'A man need not be a Sinologist to understand the aesthetic appeal of a Chinese statue', where the meaning of understand takes on the unfamiliar resonance of enlightened intuition. 29 It was as if a Chinese art critic were to extol the chapel of King's College as a super-lucent cuboid without pondering that for 500 years it had functioned as a place of Christian worship, or that the emblems carved into it were emphatic symbols of the absolute power of the kings who built it. Lin Hsiu-ling argues that Fry's formalist rhetoric promoted an appreciation of Chinese visual art unclouded by Britain's long colonial economic exploitation of China. But it is clearly disingenuous to pretend that the London art circles in which Fry moved were not extremely influential in stimulating the open market for Chinese antiquities at a time when they were supplied by unscrupulous treasure hunters plundering excavation sites. When drawing a comparison between Brancusi and Buddhist sculpture, Fry's formalist approach helped to naturalise alien Chinese art to the tastes of British collectors and museums. Yet there can be little doubt that, unlike William Empson's treatise on Buddhist iconography, Fry did not attempt to apprehend the metaphysics of esoteric Buddhism on its own terms. 30 His remarks on ritual bronze vessels from the Zhou dynasty sidestepped a thousand years of scholarly Chinese commentary.
Fry's understanding of Chinese artwork was not derived wholly from a first-hand acquaintance with original artefacts but from ethnographic projections: namely, a Chinese 'spirit of detachment from the human point of view', 'excessive love of ritual', even a supposed quality of being 'very safe and comfortable', which seems more applicable to the Combination Room at King's than to millions of Fry's Chinese contemporaries who 29 'Some Aspects of Chinese Art', in Transformations (London 1926) p. 68. 30 Oxford University Press has commissioned a critical edition of Empson's 'The Face of the Buddha', to be edited by Rupert Arrowsmith. I am grateful to Jacob Empson for allowing me to read a copy of the unpublished manuscript.
were caught in the civil wars of the republican era. 31 It is tempting to see Fry's formalist aesthetics, lifting masterpieces of Chinese art from the civilisation that produced them, as an act of cultural appropriation. Lin Hsiu-ling chooses to accentuate the positive, praising Fry for encouraging an increasing appreciation of Chinese art in Britain which prepared the ground for the warm reception of the International Exhibition of Chinese Art at the Royal Academy in 1935-6: 'Clearly Fry was the key in changing the British perception of Chinese art from that of an age of nineteenth-century cultural imperialism to that of the modernist phase.' praised by Charles Tomlinson as 'one of those combinations of the fortuitous and the creative that make art possible', has tended to eclipse Waley's own achievement in the field. 37 W. B. Yeats wrote that Waley's Chinese translations possessed 'more learning' but 'less subtlety of rhythm' than Pound's versions, which is one way of characterising the differences between a scholar and a poet. 38 Hugh Kenner, however, goes too far when he disparages Waley's translations as 'a resourceless man's verse; the resourceless man wrote but did not transmute; it is hard to wring song from philology'. 39 Octavio Paz observed that Waley is an extremely resourceful translator of classical Chinese poetry: 'a ductile talent, but one less intense and less powerful' than Pound. 40 In fact, Waley's ability to draw out classical Chinese into English poetry was more to the taste of many Cambridge readers than Pound's inspired if wayward intensity.
Publishing for a general readership rather than an academic audience, Waley was not inclined to discuss translation theory with the sophistication of a professional adept. 'I have aimed at literal translation, not paraphrase', he remarked in his note on 'The Method of Translation' in A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, adding 'I have avoided either adding images of my own or suppressing those of the original', a calculated sideswipe at Pound (he could be scathing about Pound's lack of credentials as a Sinologist). Since the auditory effects of classical Chinese poetry -a modulation of pitch determined by fixed tones (level or deflected) -are untranslatable, Waley sought 'to produce regular rhythmic effects similar to those in the original', which in principle meant representing each monosyllabic Chinese character by a stressed syllable (frequently juxtaposed without intermediate unstressed syllables); that is to say, Waley cast his Chinese translations into a system of strong-stress rather than traditional English metres. 41 Unlike Giles, Waley rejected end-rhyme, arguing that attempting to mimic the abundance of homophones in Chinese would be obtrusive and artificial. Waley was presented with the difficulty of representing the concision and ambiguity of classical Chinese poetry which is enhanced by a grammatical 'looseness' (Chinese eschews tenses, pronouns, distinctions between singular and plural) as well as an allusive richness (bringing into play previous poets and historical events). times', Waley observed, 'I have sat for hours in front of texts the meaning of which I understand perfectly, and yet been unable to see how they ought to be put into English in such a way as to re-embody not merely a series of correct dictionary meanings, but also the emphasis, the tone, the eloquence of the original.'
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The Tang poet Bo Juyi (772-846) best met Waley's needs: his poetry was noted for its 'verbal simplicity'. 43 However plain and simple Bo Juyi's poetry might appear, it is also characterised by its witty, at times wry, treatment of political matters. Chinese commentators, measuring Bo Juyi against the masters of the High Tang, have referred to him as a 'minor' poet. Waley contended: 'In the poems of [Bo Juyi] no close reasoning or philosophic subtlety will be discovered: but a power of candid reflection and self-analysis which has not been rivalled in the West. 43 Ibid., p. 110. 44 Ibid., p. 4. 45 Ibid., p. 144. Copyright by permission of The Arthur Waley Estate.
Here Waley adapts Bo Juyi's carefully regulated verse form: nine Chinese couplets are rendered in English as unrhymed discrete sentences. There are five stresses per line but the line length is varied to give a greater rhythmical freedom than the original. While departing from the prosody of Tang poetry, Waley has produced an arresting English translation addressed to readers of modern poetry. To my ear, the slightly stiff formality Waley lends the courtier-poet's language (allied with the use of the ancient Chinese place name) aims for an 'exotic' idiom, so needlessly dispelled by the incongruous 'peep', but this is not a resourceless man's verse. 'Fearing to become a laughing-stock to the world, | I choose a place that is unfrequented by men' mirrors Waley's fastidious shyness as his Chinese poems made their entry in wartime Britain.
In Cambridge it was Waley, rather than Pound, who supplanted Giles as the chief purveyor of Chinese poetry. Reviewing Waley's Poems from the Chinese for The Granta in 1927, Empson remarked that the 'level of these translations is extraordinarily high … in their wealth and delicacy [Waley's poems] stand very high among the original work of this in no way lyrical period' (by contrast, Empson would complain that Pound's Imagist free verse versions were 'jazzed up'). 46 Waley's Chinese translations affected Empson's theory of poetic ambiguity: he quoted the antithetical couplet 'Swiftly the years, beyond recall. | Solemn the stillness of the spring morning' as an example of ambiguity of the first type, 'comparisons with several points of likeness, antithesis with several points of difference', proceeding to analyse 'the profundity of feeling' that emerges from the clash of different time-scales. 47 Empson always mentioned Waley's pathbreaking translations with great admiration. 48 This is not to say that Waley's reception in Cambridge could not generate friction. In 1932 Richards informed his wife Dorothy that pugnacious Giles was 'raving about Waley as an "impostor"'. 49 In part, this was a response to Waley's criticism of the archaic ninety-ish quatrains in which Giles chose to render classical Chinese poems and his lack of Confucian piety in exposing the older man's lapses of scholarship to the English reading public. After a short honeymoon period, Bell's letters from China record a catalogue of complaints and frustrations. A wilful young man, he lacked the patience to adjust to Chinese life. In their study, Peter Stansky and William Abrahams claim that Bell was attracted to China by his support for the Communist Party, although by describing his intention to teach in China as 'a genteel form of suicide' Julian apparently did not seem to anticipate any involvement in the less than genteel aspects of the Communist guerrilla resistance to Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalist dictatorship. 58 Stansky and Abrahams make much of Bell's isolation at a 'provincial' university, although Wuhan at this time was a thriving centre of Chinese political and cultural life. Bell soon attacked what he saw as the 'sentimentality' of Dickinson's Letters from John Chinaman, concluding that 'the Chinese must be toughened up intellectually'. In Julian's own words: 'the whole country needs a good shakeup'. Bell was willing to deploy racial stereotypes to make this point: 'They're almost like primitives in the way they can be corrupted by sentimentality, romanticism and nonsense.' 59 Stansky and Abrahams let this adverse judgement pass unchallenged, but it betrays a characteristic note of arrogance. Unimpressed by Chinese men, Bell turned his attentions to Chinese women: he began an affair with the dean's wife, Ling Shuhua. risk that Ling (the mother of a 5-year-old daughter) was taking, Stansky and Abrahams observe: 'Julian thought of himself as being particularly adept in dealing with women of very strong emotions, but it was always with an air of resignation rather than gusto. Such women seemed to be for him both a necessity and a trial.' Paying little attention to Ling's standing as a modernist writer -she provided Bell with an entrée to the Crescent Moon group -Stansky and Abrahams concentrate firmly on Julian, who 'enjoyed having a mistress, but he also enjoyed teaching, and writing letters, and sailing, and shooting, and collecting paintings and bronzes, and wandering through the shops of Hankow, and going to dinner parties'. 60 These pleasantries were punctured when Bell and Ling were discovered in flagrante by Dean Chen. To avoid a public scandal Bell was obliged to resign his position. He left Wuhan in January 1937 before the full term of his contract had expired.
In her book Lily Briscoe's Chinese Eyes (2003), Patricia Laurence places great emphasis on the apparently mutual 'aesthetic reciprocity' between Bloomsbury and the Crescent Moon group. 61 Given the intrinsic interest of her subject to an understanding of the links between Cambridge and Chinese intellectuals, it is a pity the TLS reviewer was forced to conclude: 'The lack of scholarly standards is all the more annoying in a study with considerable academic pretensions.' 62 The early reference to 'Chiang Kai-shek's Long March' does not reassure us that Laurence is a reliable guide to twentieth-century Chinese history, and her assertion Empson met 'his teacher' I. A. Richards 'at Harvard University' severs an important Cambridge connection. 63 Laurence's romantic love story fails to substantiate claims for the significance of Bell's 'mercurial affair with a married woman' to the 'international map of modernism'. 64 To say that 'Julian learned some Chinese' is rather different from demonstrating that he had a knowledge of the 3,000-plus characters that would make him a competent reader of Ling's experimentally modernist Chinese short stories, texts commended by critics for their 'subtle psychological portraits' and for their exploration of the lives of modern women in post-Confucian
